‘What have we learned about the role arts can
play in supporting people who are homeless
during C-19?’
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1) Introduction

‘I count down the seconds to next week's call. All the sessions are lovely. What I like
is that I learn new words and new visions to life. And new authors too. It's the way you
read and the way you are with me. You're patient. I am very honest with you.'
A participant of The Reader project

Arts & Homelessness International launched a new ‘laboratory’ in 2020 to undertake
research projects in the arts and homelessness field. The Advocacy, Research &
Training ART Lab Enquiries are virtual spaces where social issues and co-produced
research questions come together to form new perspectives in the field of arts and
homelessness.
During the C-19 pandemic, activists and projects in the arts and homelessness
sector began to work in new and innovative ways to respond to the deep isolation
many homeless people were facing – helping to build well-being, develop
opportunities for self-expression and mitigate boredom and isolation. This report
focusses on two C-19 projects in summer 2020 in London hotels housing people who
were homeless. One project was conducted on-line and through telephones in
Wandsworth organised by Cardboard Citizens, The Reader and Accumulate and one
conducted face-to-face in Haringey with Arts & Homelessness International,
Accumulate and Haringey Borough Council.
This report and accompanying film and resource [links here] explored the impacts of
the work and what we have collectively learned from working in this new way in
C-19 using creativity. Our hope is that this will help other projects when working
during the pandemic and its second waves. We also hope that this may also enable
projects to feel more equipped and confident to work more effectively in emergency
accommodation settings. This could enable the arts and homelessness sector reach
more people experiencing the most acute housing crisis.
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2) How ART Lab Enquiries work
ART Lab Enquiries are virtual spaces where social issues and co-produced research
questions come together to form new perspectives in the field of arts and
homelessness. They are co-produced from design to delivery, so they grow
organically from project to project.
•

•
•

•

We assemble groups of experts in areas of policy, academia, funding, practice
and lived experience. 50% of the groups are people who are or have been
homeless. All people not on a salary are paid for their time.
The group co-creates a research question and then shares points of view and
reflections. These are then backed up by further evidence-gathering.
The groups meet weekly (on-line during C-19)
and spend 6-8 weeks on a research topic. The
resulting reflections are written up into a short
paper.
The group decides how they want to present
their ideas to share – a report or something
more creative such as a film or short theatre
piece.

A Smartphone workshop in Haringey run by Accumulate

Members of the ART Lab Enquiry (alphabetical
order)
Fee Plumley (freelance inc Arts & Homelessness
International); Geetha Rabindrakumar (Cardboard
Citizens); Gill Taylor (London Borough of
Haringey); Jane Hackett (Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation); Josephine Jones (Haringey hotel
resident); Leo Mbaho (Wandsworth hotel resident);
Marice Cumber (Accumulate); Matt Peacock, (Arts & Homelessness International);
Mehdi Panahi (Wandsworth hotel resident); Natalie Kaas Pontopiddan (The Reader);
Nicholas Platt (St Mungos); Oli Mould (Royal Holloway, University of London); Owen
Clayton (University of Lincoln).
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3) The Enquiry
a) What happened – describing/documenting the work in Wandsworth and
Haringey including outputs
b) What went well – reflections of the research group supplemented by
reflections and qualitative evaluation with of other residents and homeless
staff
c) What could have been better
d) What we have learned about the role arts can play in supporting
people who are homeless during C-19?
e) What next?

a) What happened – arts and homelessness projects in
Wandsworth and Haringey during C-19
The C-19 pandemic resulted in seismic shifts in homelessness support – many
homeless people in the UK were housed in empty hotel rooms. This increased their
safety as far as infection was concerned but as a result of shielding, increased their
isolation; others in the homeless sector faced deeper isolation, exacerbated by digital
exclusion if people didn’t have computers or smartphones.
People in the arts and homelessness sector began to think of innovative ways of
continuing to engage with members. Many projects moved their work online so
that their members could continue to take part and stay connected, in some cases,
buying them smartphones and tablets. New, innovative projects began to provide
creative opportunities to people who weren’t part of any other creative group in hotels
through postal, telephone and face-to-face projects. Geetha Rabindrakumar led
the way with an idea to supply donated books and art materials to a St Mungo’s hotel
in Wandsworth which then led to a collaboration between Cardboard Citizens, The
Reader and Accumulate.
Accumulate began posting and delivering art packs to isolated homeless people and
to date 3,500 packs have been delivered.
Arts & Homelessness International helped to create a methodology of Geetha’s
mobile library idea and this led to 2,300 books and art packs being delivered across
16 sites in London to 800 homeless people and a further artistic collaboration
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between Haringey Borough Council and Accumulate in a temporary shelter in
Haringey.
This ART Lab Enquiry group focused on the creative projects in Wandsworth and
Haringey and asked the co-produced research question: ‘What have we learned
about the role arts can play in supporting people who are homeless during C-19?’
Cardboard Citizens, The Reader and Accumulate project in Wandsworth hotel,
May-August 2020
Following the set-up of a mobile library and initial
engagement with guests with underlying health
conditions expected to remain in strict isolation
for at least 3 months at the Wandsworth hotel,
Cardboard Citizens (CC) could see a need and
opportunity for creative engagement to be
provided to guests. This was seen to be
particularly important in the early stages of the
pandemic, since the focus for provider staff on
the ground was on ensuring basic safety and
needs were met, but without capacity to focus on
relationships and wider mental health support.
A necklace created by Steve in Wandsworth

CC recognised that working in partnership with
other organisations could enable different art
forms to be made available to guests. The St
Mungo’s staff on the ground were fully
supportive of this idea and were responsive to initial exploration to understand the
needs of the guests, possible communications channels, and how they could help
promote and support take up of the offers in the hotel when face to face interaction
with outside organisations was not possible.
CC reached out to The Reader and Accumulate to collaborate to offer different types
of creative engagement to guests:
•

A weekly series of creative challenges provided remotely by Cardboard
Citizens, (from 20 May to 24 June). Participants were sent a creative challenge
each week and provided with a bag of art and craft materials to use. They were
encouraged to respond in a variety of different ways, e.g. writing, drawing,
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photography, collaging, music-making. Participants then joined an online
feedback session sharing the inspiration and ideas behind their work and offering
constructive feedback to one another.
•

Weekly 1:1 Shared Reading sessions over the phone provided by The Reader
(who had adapted their face to face group sessions in response to COVID19).
These involved a trained Reader staff member or volunteer talking through a
poem over the phone with a guest each week and using the poem to explore
personal responses and experiences.

•

Weekly art packs provided by Accumulate. These were individually packed art
kits with materials and instructions for a specific creative activity. Participants
could then load up their artwork to a community site here and so share their
creativity with others. 3,500 were delivered around London and 195 in
Wandsworth and Haringey (with a further 35 art packs to Haringey by AHI).

‘It’s the best thing I’ve done in 18 months. It’s stopped me running back to my
room to drink. We should have had this project in rehab’
A participant of the Haringey project

Accumulate, Arts & Homelessness International and Haringey Borough
Council project, Haringey – July-Aug 2020
As a result of AHI delivering books to Haringey emergency accommodation,
Haringey Borough Council and AHI discussed the need for a quick, short-term faceto-face creative project in the Red House emergency service before it closed. AHI
contracted Accumulate to deliver the work and the three partners worked on the
project together.
Accumulate combined their methodology of group participatory art practice with AHI’s
recently published Co-Produced Arts and Homelessness Practice Guide. The
partners created a thorough Risk Assessment with Haringey Borough Council which
enabled face-to-face work to take place with the following safety measures: Social
distancing, some work to be delivered outdoors, PPE to be worn, artists to have their
temperature checked on arrival, materials not to be shared.
Even in a hastily prepared project like this, the partners wanted to ensure that it was
as co-produced as possible. A project planning meeting took place with the partners
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and one of the residents of the centre, who talked about what kind of project he
would like to take part in. Together they worked on a menu of possible creative
sessions which included smartphone photography, painting, T-shirt designing,
jewellery-making, graffiti and creating a mural. The staff of the centre then circulated
this to the residents and from the replies, the smartphone and mural projects were
selected.

Adam making final touches to the
mural in Haringey

Accumulate engaged facilitators; 6
workshops were planned with a
celebration at the end and a
legacy programme including
signposting participants to other
projects and planning for other
projects in Haringey.

Outputs
Location

Project

Wandsworth

Haringey

No workshops or
sessions

No of attendees

Cardboard Citizens Creative
Challenges

6

8

The Reader

37

6

Accumulate art packs

75 packs

Accumulate creative
workshops

5

Accumulate and AHI art
packs

14 (plus 8 staff)

155 packs
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Outputs (Wandsworth):
•

•

•

6 weekly creative discussion sessions from Cardboard Citizens from 20 May
to 24 June (initial 1:1 calls with 10 guests, 8 guests then came to at least one
workshop, and 6 guests attended two or more workshops). These were facilitated
by creative facilitator Matthew Evans and supported by CC project manager
Jessie Wyld. A booklet at the end of the programme pulled together the creative
work of the guests, and copies
were printed for all 120 guests at
the hotel as a tangible output.
37 weekly 1:1 Shared Reading
sessions delivered by The
Reader for 6 guests from 20 May
to 8 August.
75 Accumulate art packs were
delivered to the hotel.
Artwork by Mehdi Panahi

Outputs (Haringey):
•

•

5 workshops delivered. Planning meeting carried out with one resident to create
a shortlist of creative projects which was then sent to all residents to select
preferences. Residents selected smartphone photography and mural-making.
- 2 x smartphone workshops occurred in the centre following a risk assessment.
The facilitator Williamz Omope showed residents techniques and skills of how to
take the best photos on their phones and general photography techniques.
Printed photos that resulted from the workshops were given to residents.
- 4 x mural workshops were scheduled. These took place outdoors on wooden
hoarding surrounding the garden. Facilitator Pixie London spent one session
getting to know residents and asking them what kind of mural they wanted to
create. Residents chose the theme of space. Pixie provided spray paints and
stencils so that the residents could paint their own images – stars, aliens and
poetry and other writing. One session was cancelled due to weather. 14
residents and 8 staff members took part (c25% of the residents)
35 art packs delivered by AHI and 120 by Accumulate
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b) What went well
i)

How we gathered evidence

Wandsworth:
•
•

•
•

For Accumulate survey: A survey was distrusted to all partners who received art
packs during this time
For Cardboard Citizens:
• An online survey to participants
• A group evaluation discussion for participants, facilitated by a CC
Member
• A reflective discussion with the project delivery team
For The Reader: Qualitative feedback was gathered from guests, and a survey
has been sent out to guests as part of their wider COVID evaluation work.
In addition, qualitative feedback was obtained from the St Mungo’s service
manager on the project overall through an interview and discussion.

Haringey:
•
•

•

•
•

The partners identified needs and developed light-touch aims including, ‘reducing
boredom and isolation and improving well-being.’
Qualitative and quantitative data was collected during a de-brief after each
workshop. Centre staff and the creative partners reflected on what had taken
place, recorded numbers of those taking part and any anecdotal feedback.
At the final session, participants were interviewed and recorded. They were asked
how they had found the project, what they had enjoyed, what could have been
better and what other projects they would like to take part in.
Regular members who weren’t at the celebration were asked the same questions
by staff members.
Other comments and observations were taken during the 6 weeks by the creative
partners and staff of the centre and documented by AHI.
ii)

Impacts for people

Wandsworth
•

Increased positivity (100% of CC survey respondents enjoyed the activity).
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Reduced boredom
Built well-being (esp. mental health but also as a motivation for getting out more
and physical health) (100% of CC survey respondents, and St Mungos manager
feedback)
Increased social contact and enabled people to make new friends
Reduced anxiety
Provided a helpful routine
Helped to forget difficulties
Pride from having a booklet of the work of participants at the end of the project
The project has been a salvation for some people (100% of CC survey
respondents said the activity had helped them deal with the impact of COVID19
on their life)
One participant reflected on how, through the project he was working on himself,
he developed selfexpression (CC project)
Feeding off each other’s
creativity: The positivity
of engaging with each
other’s work and
receiving feedback from
others (CC project
“Sharing my opinion
about other people’s
work – wonderful
experience”)

The completed mural in
Haringey

Haringey
•
•
•
•

Increased positivity (100% of those interviewed enjoyed the activity).
Reduced alcohol consumption (anecdotal feedback from one member on the
days of the workshops)
Increased pride (result of the ‘end result’ of the mural and photos given to
participants)
New skills (only one member had used spray paints before and no one had
created a mural)
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•
•
•

Ownership (through the co-produced nature of the project)
Increased self-expression
Increased social connections between residents (reported by staff)

iii)

Impacts for projects/organisations

Wandsworth
•
•
•

•
•

The projects kept spirits up in the hotel
Provided beauty in a difficult situation
Resulted in two-way learning between participants and orgs:
• The guests’ reflections on each other’s work in the Cardboard Citizens
weekly facilitated sessions showed how thoughtful the participants were
about themselves, their experiences, as well as the wider world and our
current context. The discussions were thought provoking for staff and
participants alike
• Shared reading is about what a group creates together, and in the 1:1
Reader phone sessions, the ‘magic’ was created through two-way
discussions
Provided positive learning for how to run projects in a new way – online, in
hotels, on the telephone
Hotel staff didn’t have time to concentrate on any well-being with residents
so it was very positive to have an external project to provide this

‘Opportunity for our clients to engage with a creative outlet that was lacking in
hotel offer – it provides piece of mind for staff knowing that there is something
on offer that will support clients’ well-being over the lockdown... Impressed by
the creativity and dedication of the CC team to provide a tailor made service for
clients
‘Participants have enjoyed this and look forward to the Accumulate packs.
They have created some great work which they are clearly proud of. Some
clients going out of their way to show to staff.’
Nicholas Platt, Manager – Wandsworth Hotel
Haringey
•
•

Improved staff morale
Improved the atmosphere in the centre while the project was happening
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•
•
•
•
•

Improved the way staff were able to talk with residents
Staff joined in; there was a good parity between staff and residents during
the project and they were on the same ‘level’
Staff felt that it was positive to bring new people into the project from
outside – showed the residents that other people cared
Hotel staff didn’t have time to concentrate on any well-being with residents,
so it was very positive to have an external project to provide this
Resulted in Haringey looking into embedding arts more into the rough
sleeping strategy

‘We found really quickly that it was an amazing opportunity for people in
the hotel to express themselves and to build connections with other
people. We were also really happy to be to see that people had a huge
amount of talent that they wanted to share with others. As a
commissioner it made me reflect on the role of arts and creativity in our
rough sleeping strategy and in decisions we are making in the Borough.’
Gill Taylor, Strategic Lead – Single Homelessness & Vulnerable Adults,
London Borough of Haringey
iv)
•
•
•
•

Other Impacts
Creative interventions during C-19 have reached many more homeless
people (over 1,000 in London alone through projects run by these partners)
Reaching and engaging people despite the lock-down
Closer collaborations between projects in the sector (arts and homeless
projects, homeless services and local authority)
Positive learning for how to run projects in a new way – online, in hotels, on
the telephone

c) What could have been better?
•

Some residents felt that there should be more options for creativity than those
offered.
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Some residents felt that face-to-face workshops could have started earlier e.g.
in a park with social distancing (this wasn’t possible in Wandsworth with
guests in strict isolation).
Where time hadn’t been taken to build up trust with residents,
Challenging circumstances to run creative projects especially the lack of
contact possible with residents; group activity not possible until later in lockdown; no singing.
The short-term nature of the Haringey project and lack of getting to know the
residents (apart from one who helped design the project) affected engagement
Mural was defaced by someone who felt that the service should be providing
accommodation, WIFI etc rather than art.
Hard to convert those who received the art kits to become regular members.
Retention of participants over time in CC’s group weekly group sessions was
challenging. Local staff/volunteers had limited capacity to offer support; strict
isolation conditions in place for guests; where guests had additional external
appointments to keep re: their situation, some found it more difficult to attend.
It was challenging to keep in touch with most members after they left the
services.

d) What have we learned about the role arts can play in
supporting people who are homeless during C-19?
There is evidence that…
1. Arts projects during C-19 have created positive outcomes for people
experiencing homelessness through increased well-being, skills and social
networks.
2. Arts projects during C-19 have created positive outcomes for homeless
centres and staff through improving staff morale; improving the atmosphere
of services during the projects; improving staff-resident working relationships;
creating something beautiful in a challenging environment
3. The arts and homelessness sector can respond quickly and effectively
to work in new settings e.g. hotels and emergency accommodation,
outdoors, using and adapting existing methodologies.
4. The arts and homelessness sector can work more with people in the
greatest housing need
This project has learned the following lessons from this work which could help
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future projects in hotels or similar settings either during C-19 or in order to
reach more people affected by the housing crisis:
a. Create projects with people not for them
Co-produced projects results in positive outcomes and interactions – a spirit of
two-way learning breeds trust, more ownership and more effective legacies.
Giving people a list of possible projects they can choose from worked well.
b. Develop partnerships
Successful projects are built around strong partnerships between artists,
projects, agencies, local authorities etc. Buy-in from homelessness agency
staff (to make introductions and to encourage residents to try something new)
is key
c. Build a solid foundation
When long-term planning isn’t possible, a good foundation is enough – e.g. a
good methodology of working, a good Risk Assessment, safeguarding policies
and staff orientation of facilitators. Don’t wait in order to make something
perfect; do get started and let it evolve with participants.
d. Re-deploy artists
Professional artists are agile and can work in different settings when there is a
good foundation and support – this is especially important in a world where
many are furloughed or having to diversify.
e. Build trust
It is essential to build in time to get to know people taking part in projects
(doing this over time is ideal but even 1-2 days before a project is important)
f. Aim high
It is possible to run projects that are of high artistic and social quality even for
a short project.
g. Offer options for taking part online and offline
While isolation and lack of face-to-face contact is negative for most people,
there are some who find online contact a safer and more positive space. In an
ideal world, creative projects should have some kind of hybrid offer where both
online and offline participation is possible, including face-to-face, postal, online
and over the phone
h. When social distancing makes working indoors impossible, try outdoors
Most projects can work well outside and some work better (e.g. murals).
i. Create legacy and an exit strategy – end well
Have good communication of when and how a project will end and some kind
of follow-up or signposting for participants – what next, what other projects
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people can join; any links to move onto paid artistic work. Giving participants a
memento of the project has been effective.

e) What next?
Both projects attempted to ‘end well’ and create pathways and signposting for
residents. Wandsworth participants in the Cardboard Citizens activity were offered
the opportunity of Membership. Four guests have been inducted as Members are
now able to participate in the Cardboard Citizens core Workshop Programme and
have attended
at least one
activity. The
Reader are
running
weekly group
sessions in
Wandsworth
as a follow up
to the 1:1
Shared
Reading
sessions.

Photo taken by Wandsworth hotel resident, Alfredo

Working in these settings has prompted arts organisations to think how we can share
stories and experiences further afield to advocate on behalf of those we’ve worked
with. There’s a lot of apprehension and stress for individuals around next steps in
their housing situation… and we have sometimes seen lack of trust directed towards
the service provider organisations amidst wider uncertainty.
In Haringey, the partners have found out what other creative projects regular
participants are interested in and have tried to follow this up with links and
introductions. The service where the creative projects in this report took place has
now closed and Cardboard Citizens is delivering a project in another service in
Haringey where many of the residents (who took part in the smartphone and mural
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projects) have moved to. AHI is also working with Haringey to embed arts more into
the homelessness strategy long-term from 2021.
Projects in the arts and homelessness sector have long understood that ‘parachuting’
into settings (delivering projects and then leaving) is not ideal as participants can feel
let down. In an ideal world, creative work in homelessness settings would continue
long-term, nurturing and building impacts with participants. But the nature of the
pandemic, the rapid closure of services and the move-on of residents to further
temporary accommodation has meant that both these projects needed to be brief. It
is therefore crucial in any short-term project to communicate clearly from the outset
that it is for a finite period, to signpost residents to other services and to end well.
We hope this report will communicate some of the opportunities and challenges the
partners found while running creative projects in new settings during C-19. This could
both support projects in a second wave of C-19 and help to deepen the work of the
sector into more emergency accommodation services. With the right partnerships, the
arts and homelessness sector can work more in these emergency settings and reach
more people in urgent need.
See a film of the ART Lab Enquiry here and a shareable 1-page resource here.
Thank you
We are indebted to all the partners listed below, without whom this work would not
have happened. Thanks also to the ART Lab Enquiry members and staff and
volunteers in Wandsworth and Haringey.
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